Special Security Services								
For Demanding Situations
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Ordinary security solutions are not
always enough. Special Security Services
are designed for the most demanding
situations that our customers might
encounter.
Tailormade services
Our services are tailored for each
customer and situation. The services are
executed according to the requirements
of operational surroundings and other
related factors, regardless of where we
carry out the assignments – in Finland or
somewhere else.Turvallisuusvartiointi
Turvallisuusvartioint

Confidentially and inconspicuously
Due to the special nature of our
operations are attributes like absolute
confidentiality, discretion and
understanding of customers’ individual
requirements strongly emphasized.
Professionally
Our guards are task-specifically trained.
They work in civilian clothing suitable
for the environment and are adequately
equipped for each assignment.

Anytime anyplace
Executive protection 		
A variety of security measures intended for protecting the bodily integrity of a named
individual or a group of individuals.
Meeting and conference security		
Planning and implementation of necessary security measures to ensure undisturbed
progress of corporate meetings, conferences and other special events, in compliance
with each event’s nature and requirements. The whole service repertoire of Securitas
companies can be utilized and centrally coordinated in creation of a successful event.
			
Cargo security		
Overt or covert security convoy services to ensure safe passage for shipments of 		
sensitive, valuable or dangerous goods from A to B, within a country or across
borders.

Special Security Services

Anytime anyplace

Uncovering crimes, abuses and pilferages		
Detecting and preventing shoplifting by trained store detectives. Trial purchases, 		
mystery shopping, exit controls and professional execution of temporary CCTV
monitoring using special equipment (planning, installation, analysis and reporting).
Gathering information		
Collecting data that is necessary for our customer, using various covert observation
methods.
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Securitas is a knowledge leader and a nation-wide partner in
security. We focus on providing tailored security solutions for
companies, communities, homes and the public sector. Our
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basic values are integrity, vigilance and helpfulness.

Securitas Oy
Box 93
00521 Helsinki, Finland
Visiting address:
Elimäenkatu 30
Tel. 24 h +358 20 4911
erikoisturvapalvelut@securitas.fi
securitas.fi

